We present a case of imaged “intracoronary whirling current phenomenon.” A 60-year-old Japanese man was treated with 2 sirolimus-eluting stents (SES; 3.0×18 and 3.5×33 mm) in the right coronary artery (RCA) for chronic total occlusion in October 2007. After percutaneous coronary intervention, he was taking 200 mg of aspirin and 200 mg of ticlopidine. However, he had recurrent transient ischemic chest pain beginning at 7 months. A second coronary angiography at 8 months after SES implantation showed reocclusion at a site just proximal to the SES. A repeat percutaneous coronary intervention was performed for RCA chronic total occlusion (Figure 1). After crossing the guide wire to the distal portion of the RCA, the target lesion was dilated using a 1.25×10 mm balloon catheter. After minimum balloon dilatation, optical coherence tomography (OCT) was performed to evaluate in-stent reocclusion from the distal portion to the proximal portion (Figure 2). Two different types of tissue coverage (may be consistent with thrombus formations of different ages) were observed in the stent reocclusion.1 Moreover, in the patent distal portion of the RCA, an intracoronary whirling current phenomenon image was observed on OCT, suspected to be a partial red thrombosis formation combined with stagnation coronary flow in the distal stent (Figures 2 and 3 and Video 1). Optical coherence tomography images were processed and analyzed with NIH Image J (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Md). The 1/2 attenuation width of the signal intensity curve was 65 μm for the distal thrombus-like image (compatible with red thrombus; Figure 4).1 The proximal thrombus-like lesion may have been a mixed thrombus combined with fibrin clot (Figure 3 and Videos 2 and 3).2 The 1/2 attenuation width of the signal intensity curve was 270 μm for the proximal thrombus-like image (compatible with nearly white thrombus; Figure 4).1 These tissue images were suspected to be movable protrusive thrombi with intravascular ultrasound after dilatation using a 3.25×15 mm balloon (Figure 5 and Video 4). Moreover, a partial thin membrane structure looked like a thin fibrous cap that was observed in the reoccluded thrombotic tissue (Figure 2). This thin cap may have been a fibrin membrane.2 Finally, 2 paclitaxel-eluting stents (3.5×32 mm, combined with 3.5×32 mm) were successfully implanted in the target lesion without complication.

Fujii et al3 reported that chronic thrombus formation is one of the causes of in-SES restenosis. The intracoronary whirling current phenomenon at the distal portion indicates collateral flow from the left coronary artery to the RCA. This image revealed competing flow between the antegrade and collateral flow. Moreover, this image may be a prestage of thrombus formation (gel state; rouleaux formation) or aggregation of red blood cells, such as stagnant flow in the atrium. A well-developed collateral system is not a major cause of reocclusion of chronic total occlusion.4 However, this OCT image may show the stagnant coronary artery flow from collaterals, and, thus, may represent increased thrombogenicity at the distal site of total occlusion after reocclusion.
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Figure 2. Serial OCT images showed in-stent reocclusion from the distal portion to the proximal portion. OCT imaging was performed during occlusion of the proximal coronary artery with a compliant balloon (4F occlusion balloon catheter, Helios, LightLab Imaging, Westford, Mass) and continuous flushing. Fluid flush was mixed as 1 part Dextran 40 to 3 parts lactated Ringer solution. A 0.016-inch OCT catheter was used (Image Wire, LightLab Imaging). Different tissue coverage (may be consistent with different aging thrombus formations) was observed in stent reocclusion (distal thrombus-like tissue: slices 1 to 5 and Video 1; proximal thrombus-like tissue: slices 6 to 12 and Videos 2 and 3). An intracoronary whirling current phenomenon image in the distal patent portion was observed by OCT (from slices 1 to 4; Video 1).
Figure 3. High-power field image of OCT. A, Proximal large mixed thrombus-like tissue with partial tissue coverage. B, Tail of proximal thrombus-like formation in the intracoronary lumen at the mid portion of in-stent. C and D, Partial thin-membrane structure that looked like a thin fibrous cap was observed in the reoccluded thrombotic tissue. This thin cap may have been a fibrin membrane. The thin cap thickness was 40 μm. E and F, Another distal thrombus-like image tied together with whirling current image. The 1/2 attenuation width of the signal intensity curve was 147 μm for the upper thrombus-like image (compatible with red thrombus; blue allow).
Figure 4. The 1/2 attenuation width of the signal intensity curve was 65 μm for the distal thrombus-like image (compatible with red thrombus) and 270 μm for the proximal thrombus-like image (compatible with nearly white thrombus).

Figure 5. These tissue images were suspected movable protrusious thrombus with intravascular ultrasound after dilatation using a 3.25×15 mm balloon. These tissues are floating masses and came off from in-stent lumen and movable (allows, Video 4).
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